Microvascular disease precedes the decline in renal function in the streptozotocin-induced diabetic rat
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Maric-Bilkan C, Flynn ER, Chade AR. Microvascular disease precedes the decline in renal function in the streptozotocin-induced diabetic rat. Am J Physiol Renal Physiol 302: F308–F315, 2012. First published October 26, 2011; doi:10.1152/ajprenal.00421.2011.—Diabetic nephropathy is a progressive and generalized vasculopathic condition associated with abnormal angiogenesis. We aim to determine whether changes in renal microvascular (MV) density correlate with and play a role in the progressive deterioration of renal function in diabetes. We hypothesize that MV changes represent the early steps of renal injury that worsen as diabetes progresses, initiating a vicious circle that leads to irreversible renal injury. Male nondiabetic (ND) or streptozotocin-induced diabetic (D) Sprague-Dawley rats were followed for 4 or 12 wk. Renal blood flow and glomerular filtration rate (GFR) were measured by PAH and 125I-[iothalamate], respectively. Renal MV density was quantified ex vivo using three-dimensional micro computed tomography and JG-12 immunoreactivity. Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) levels (ELISA) and expression of VEGF receptors and factors involved in MV remodeling were quantified in renal tissue by Western blotting. Finally, renal morphology was investigated by histology. Four weeks of diabetes was associated with increased GFR, accompanied by a 34% reduction in renal MV density and augmented renal VEGF levels. However, at 12 wk, while GFR remained similarly elevated, reduction of MV density was more pronounced (75%) and associated with increased MV remodeling, renal fibrosis, but unchanged renal VEGF compared with ND at 12 wk. The damage, loss, and subsequent remodeling of the renal MV architecture in the diabetic kidney may represent the initiating events of progressive renal injury. This study suggests a novel concept of MV disease as an early instigator of diabetic kidney disease that may precede and likely promote the decline in renal function and the sequence of events that lead to progressive and irreversible injury in the diabetic kidney is still not clear.

One of the hallmarks of diabetes mellitus is microvascular (MV) disease and its complications (12, 14). Indeed, changes in MV density and distribution in different organs, as well as remodeling and loss of microvessels, have been observed during the evolution of the diabetes. A typical example of MV changes associated with diabetes is diabetic retinopathy, which is characterized by MV proliferation and remodeling (10). In contrast, in the diabetic kidney, MV changes are more related to progressive MV damage and loss (15). A decrease in the function and density of intrarenal microvessels in the diabetic kidney has been reported in several studies (23). However, the role that MV changes may play in the initiation and progression of renal injury in diabetes has not been defined. The current study tested the hypothesis that MV changes represent the early steps of renal injury that worsen as diabetes progresses, initiating a vicious circle that leads to irreversible renal injury. Streptozotocin (STZ)-induced diabetic rats were examined at 4 and 12 wk following induction of diabetes and MV changes correlated with the progressive deterioration of renal function and injury.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design. The study was performed on 12-wk-old male Sprague-Dawley rats (Harlan, Madison, WI) maintained on standard rat diet and tap water ad libitum. The rats were randomly divided to remain either nondiabetic (ND; n = 8) or rendered diabetic (D; n = 9) with a single intraperitoneal injection of STZ (55 mg/kg in 0.1 mM citrate buffer, pH 7.4) as previously described (16). After 4 wk of diabetes, half of the animals (ND, n = 4 and D, n = 4) were killed, while the other half (ND, n = 4 and D, n = 5) was killed after 12 wk of diabetes. Throughout either the 4- and 12-wk experimental period, all diabetic rats received insulin, every 3 days (2–4 U, Lantus, Aventis Pharmaceuticals, Kansas City, MO) to maintain blood glucose levels (measured using the OneTouch Ultra glucometer) between 300 and 450 mg/dl sc to promote weight gain and prevent mortality.

Two days before death, all animals were placed in metabolic cages for 24 h for urine collection for determination of urinary albumin excretion (UAEx). One day before death, the animals were instrumented with catheters for measurement of blood pressure and renal function as described below. At the time of death, the left kidney was prepared for micro computed tomography (micro-CT) as described below, while parts of the right kidney were snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen (for protein analysis) or fixed with 10% buffered formalin (for histology and immunohistochemistry). All experiments were performed according to the guidelines recommended by the National Institutes of Health and approved by the University of Mississippi Medical Center Animal Care and Use Committee.

Measurement of mean arterial pressure and renal function. Under 3% isoflurane anesthesia, catheters were placed in the femoral artery for recording of arterial pressure and in the femoral vein for intrave-
ous infusions and blood collection. After overnight recovery, mean arterial pressure (MAP) was continuously recorded for 2 h in conscious rats via a pressure transducer connected to a computerized data-acquisition system (PowerLab, ADInstruments, Colorado Springs, CO). GFR was measured by injecting $^{125}$I-iodylum (10 μCi/ml) at a rate of 2 ml/h over 3 h. Renal plasma flow (RPF) was measured by injecting PAH (2.5 mg/ml) at a rate of 2 ml/h for a time period over 3 h. Renal blood flow (RBF) was calculated as RPF/1 – hematocrit and renal vascular resistance (RVR) as MAP/RBF.

**Micro-CT.** At the time of death, the right kidney was perfused at under physiological perfusion pressure first with saline and then with a contrast agent (radio-opaque silicone polymer containing lead chromate; Microfil MV122, Flow Tech, Carver, MA). The polymer-filled kidneys were left at 4°C overnight and then immersed in 10% buffered formalin for 72 h before scanning. The kidney samples were scanned at 0.3° increments using a micro-CT scanner (SkyScan 1076 system, Micro Photonics) and the X-ray transmission images were acquired in each angle of view at a resolution of 18 μm. The data were well following densitometric analysis of gels stained for β-actin (1:1,000, mouse monoclonal, cat. no. sc-553, Santa Cruz Biotechnology). The densities of specific bands were quantified by densitometry using the Scion Image beta (version 4.02) software and normalized to the total amount of protein loaded in each well.

**Statistical analysis.** Results are expressed as means ± SE. Comparisons between groups were performed using two-way ANOVA. Statistical significance was accepted at $P \leq 0.05$.

### RESULTS

**Metabolic and renal parameters.** Body weight of D animals was lower than that of ND after both 4 and 12 wk (Table 1). Kidney/body weight ratio was increased by 45% in D animals compared with ND after 4 wk and by 79% after 12 wk (Table 1). The kidney/body weight ratio was higher in D animals after 12 wk compared with 4 wk. As expected, glucose levels were higher in D compared with ND rats after both 4 and 12 wk (Table 1).

While there was a tendency toward lower levels in D animals, no significant differences in MAP were observed between any of the groups (Table 1). There was a 141% increase in UAE in D compared with ND animals after 4 wk and a 160% increase after 12 wk (Table 1). This increase in UAE was greater by 106% in D animals after 12 wk compared with 4 wk. GFR was increased by 50% and 69% in D compared with ND animals after 4 and 12 wk, respectively (Table 1). No differences in RBF or RVR were observed between any of the groups (Table 1).

**MV architecture.** Micro-CT reconstruction of the renal MV architecture (Fig. 1A) showed that in the D animals, the density of microvessels with diameters under 100 μm and vascular volume fraction (the ratio of the sum of cross-sectional areas of all vessels and the total area of the region of interest) were calculated, as previously described (7, 8).

The density of JG-12 and α-SMA immunoexpression was assessed in 30 randomly selected glomeruli and/or cortical interstitial regions per section and quantitated using image analysis software (NI-Elements, Ver. 2.32; Nikon Instruments, Melville, NY). The data are expressed as percentage of area stained for either JG-12 or α-SMA per selected area (glomerulus or cortical tubulointerstitial regions).

### Table 1. Metabolic and renal parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ND</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4w (n = 4)</td>
<td>12w (n = 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body wt, g</td>
<td>394 ± 27</td>
<td>402 ± 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney/body wt, mg/g</td>
<td>4.2 ± 0.5</td>
<td>4.4 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood glucose, mg/dl</td>
<td>89 ± 6</td>
<td>94 ± 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAP, mmHg</td>
<td>108 ± 8</td>
<td>112 ± 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAE, mg/day</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.3 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFR, ml/min⁻¹×kidney wt⁻¹</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBF, ml/min⁻¹×kidney wt⁻¹</td>
<td>5.5 ± 04</td>
<td>6.3 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RVR, mmHg/m Firebase</td>
<td>20 ± 1.5</td>
<td>21 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are expressed as means ± SE. Statistical significance was accepted at $P < 0.05$: *0.05 vs. nondiabetic (ND) at 4 wk (4w); †0.05 vs. ND at 12 wk (12w); ‡0.05 vs. diabetic (D) at 4w. MAP, mean arterial pressure; UAE, urine albumin excretion; GFR, glomerular filtration rate; RBF, renal blood flow; RVR, renal vascular resistance.
density were observed in microvessels with diameters between 200 and 300 μm.

The micro-CT analysis of the renal microcirculation was extended by immunohistochemical labeling of endothelial cells (JG-12; Fig. 2), α-SMA (Fig. 3), and protein expression of tTg (see Fig. 8). No differences in the density of JG-12-positive cells in the glomerular region were observed between ND and D animals after 4 wk (Fig. 2B); however, there was a 21% decrease in the density of JG-12-positive cells in the glomerulus of D compared with ND animals after 12 wk (Fig. 2B). Compared with ND animals, the density of JG-12-positive cells in the cortical interstitial region of D animals was decreased by 37% after 4 wk and by 54% after 12 wk (Fig. 2C). The density of α-SMA-positive cells was calculated in the cortical interstitium. No difference in the density of α-SMA-positive cells was observed between ND and D animals after 4 wk (Fig. 3B). Compared with ND animals, the density of α-SMA-positive cells in D animals was increased by 99% after 12 wk, and this was accompanied by a significant increase in renal expression of tTg (Fig. 4), indicating progressive remodeling of the renal microvasculature.

Renal protein expression of VEGF and VEGF receptors. To examine some of the mechanisms for the changes in MV density, we measured VEGF immunolocalization and protein levels as well as VEGFR1 and VEGFR2 protein expression. Using ELISA, no differences in VEGF levels were observed between any of the groups (Fig. 5B). As measured by Western blotting, there was a 69% increase in VEGF protein expression in the D compared with ND animals after 4 wk, but no differences were observed after 12 wk (Fig. 5C). The Western blotting data were confirmed by immunohistochemistry (Fig. 5A).

While there was no difference in VEGFR1 protein expression between ND and D after 4 wk, there was a 54% increase after 12 wk (Fig. 6B). These observations were confirmed by immunohistochemistry (Fig. 6A). No differences in VEGFR2 protein expression were observed between any of the groups, as measured by both Western blotting (Fig. 7B) and immunohistochemistry (Fig. 7A). It should be noted that while immunolocalization for both VEGFR1 and VEGFR2 was prominent in the renal tubules, staining was also observed in both endothelial and vascular smooth muscle cells of the renal vasculature.

Renal morphology. After 4 wk, there was no evidence of renal glomerular (Fig. 8A) or tubulointerstitial (Fig. 8B) damage. While ND animals showed healthy kidneys after 12 wk, D animals showed significant glomerulosclerosis and tubulointerstitial fibrosis. This was accompanied by increased expres-

---

Fig. 1. Micro-CT. A: representative 3-dimensional (3D) micro-CT reconstruction of the renal vasculature. B: quantification of the cortical microvascular (MV) density and vascular volume fraction of microvessels with diameters between 0–100, 200–300, and 300–500 μm. Data are expressed as means ± SE. 4w, 4 wk; 12w, 12 wk; ND, nondiabetic; D, diabetic.

Fig. 2. Renal cortical JG-12 density. A: JG-12 immunolocalization (brown staining). Original magnification ×400. B: quantification of the cortical JG-12 density. C: quantification of the cortical interstitial JG-12 density. Data are expressed as means ± SE.
The current study shows that a 4-wk exposure to type 1 diabetes leads to a decrease in renal MV density accompanied by augmented VEGF protein expression, which might be a compensatory mechanism to counteract the MV loss at this early stage of the disease. Twelve weeks of STZ-induced diabetes results in a similar increase in VEGF but with a greater decrease in renal MV density, accompanied by significant remodeling of the MV architecture, progressive glomerulosclerosis, and tubulointerstitial fibrosis and an increase in albuminuria. These results indicate that STZ-induced diabetes, characterized by glomerular hyperfiltration, is associated with a progressive decrease in MV density and remodeling of the MV architecture, which precedes the deterioration of renal function, supporting the notion that MV changes early in the disease process may initiate renal injury in the diabetic kidney.

While current therapeutic treatments for diabetic nephropathy are able to slow the disease progression, they are unable to reverse the disease. One of the major reasons for this is related to the incomplete understanding of the early events in the pathogenesis of the diabetic renal disease. Thus, the goal of the present study was to identify major deleterious mechanisms initiated in the early stages of the disease to determine their role in the progressive nature of diabetes-induced renal injury. Using the STZ-induced model of diabetes in the rat, we observed that vascular changes are evident in the diabetic kidney as early as 4 wk following induction of diabetes. This early stage is also associated with glomerular hyperfiltration but no structural tissue damage. We observed that the reduction in renal MV density at 4 wk affects intrarenal vessels of diameter under 100 μm both in the cortex and medulla. Such findings were confirmed by the significant decrease in glomerular and tubulointerstitial JG-12-positive endothelial cells, supporting the notion of decreased MV density early in the diabetic kidney.

Abnormal angiogenesis has been shown at the very early stages of both human and STZ-induced diabetes in mice, resulting in a larger glomerular capillary density but constituted of highly permeable and dilated vessels with swollen endothelial cells (5, 6, 24, 30). In contrast, the present study shows a decrease in MV density in early stages (4 wk) of diabetes. However, it should be noted that previous studies mainly focused on measuring glomerular capillary densities rather than tubulointerstitial capillaries. Other possible explanations are differences in experimental models (mice vs. rats), different methods used in the analysis (immunohistochemical labeling of endothelial cells vs. micro-CT), and type of diabetes (type 2 vs. type 1). However, our finding that the later stages (12 wk) of diabetic renal disease are accompanied by reduced microvasculature and capillary loss is consistent with previous reports in both humans and animal models (21).

MV changes are one of the hallmarks of diabetic nephropathy (13, 27). Changes in the renal MV architecture have been observed in both experimental (18) and clinical studies (15).
VEGF has been suggested to play a major role in MV changes in the diabetic kidney and the progression of diabetic nephropathy (28). We observed a significant increase in the renal expression of this angiogenic cytokine at both the early (4 wk) and a more advanced stage (12 wk) of diabetes. This was accompanied by a progressive increased expression of the VEGFR1, which was evident after 12 wk of diabetes. VEGFR1 is known to mediate the anti-angiogenic effects of VEGF to counteract the proangiogenic effects of VEGF by reducing blood vessel formation via downregulation of endothelial cell division (26). The weaker expression of VEGF receptors we observed in endothelial cells correlates with a progressive decrease in capillary density in the diabetic kidney, suggesting a potential abnormal VEGF signaling and stimulation of MV proliferation and repair as diabetes advances. Furthermore, the augmented renal VEGF may have progressively bound to VEGFR1 and thereby contributed to the reduced MV density in the diabetic kidney (11). Alternatively, the reduction in renal MV density may have partly been mediated by a disrupted expression of downstream mediators.
of VEGF such as endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS) and decreased NO bioavailability. VEGF stimulates endothelial NO release and acts in concert with elevated NO levels as a trophic factor for vascular endothelium (19), and it is possible that decreased bioavailability of NO in the diabetic kidney may have also contributed to decreased renal MV density and augmented remodeling (20).

We found that while renal microcirculation in control animals grew from 4 to 12 wk, renal MV density was further decreased with evolution of diabetes. The reasons behind the growth of renal microvasculature in controls are not entirely clear, and may have been a part of the normal growth in rats (still active at that age), although more studies (beyond the scope of the current work) are needed to better understand the underlying causes. However, these observations in turn suggest that the progressive deleterious effects of diabetes on the renal microvasculature may be due to effects on the developing vasculature.

On the other hand, the decrease in MV density in the diabetic kidney was associated with a significant and progressive remodeling of larger intrarenal microvessels (as indicated by the increased MV expression of α-SMA and tTg), greater albuminuria, decreased extracellular matrix turnover (decreased MMP-2 and increased TIMP-1), overt glomerulosclerosis and tubulointerstitial fibrosis, and glomerular hyperfiltration. Several studies have proposed that hyperfiltration-induced renal injury is an important contributor to renal damage in diabetes (9, 17). However, the MV changes we observed in our study accompanied by progressive glomerulosclerosis and tubulointerstitial fibrosis may imply that the sustained elevation in GFR may actually be a compensatory mechanism in response to a vascular insult leading to MV damage, loss, and remodeling throughout the diabetic kidney. Although unbiased stereological analysis was not performed in this study, a direct count of glomerular profiles in each animal did not reveal any differences in glomerular number (data not shown).
suggest that possible combined hemodynamic disturbances within the glomerulus and tubulointerstitial capillaries alongside MV loss contribute to increases in glomerular pressure leading to a higher single-nephron GFR (4), which in turn may also contribute to sustain RBF at this stage of the disease. However, it is known that such intraglomerular hemodynamic changes could also lead to mesangial cell and basement membrane expansion, extracellular matrix production and accumulation, resulting in glomerulosclerosis (25), which we observed only at 12 wk of diabetes. Therefore, our data imply that reduced renal MV density and MV remodeling may indeed play an important role in initiating the deleterious sequence of events that ultimately lead to a later deterioration of renal function in the diabetic kidney. Furthermore, these data suggest that the progressive deleterious effects of diabetes on the renal microvasculature seem to be simultaneously on both the developing microvessels and on the stabilized mature vasculature.

Diabetes is a complex multiorgan disease and mechanisms behind MV dysfunction, damage, and loss in the diabetic kidney are still unclear. Most likely, MV disease in the diabetic kidney is not the result of a sole mechanism but the consequence of concurrent insults such as hyperglycemia-induced renal vascular endothelial dysfunction (1, 3), augmented advanced-glycation end products (which reduce NO bioavailability leading to sustained vasoconstriction), and increased secretion of cytokines and growth factors such as transforming growth factor-β and VEGF, among others (25). Our study observation that albuminuria, glomerulosclerosis, and tubulointerstitial fibrosis worsen with duration of diabetes suggests that activation of such mechanisms may first affect the microvasculature before compromising renal function and structure.

Our study was performed at an early (4 wk) and more advanced stage (12 wk) of diabetic renal disease. A limitation of our study is the fact that the STZ-induced diabetic rats don’t recapitulate all the aspects of advanced human diabetic nephropathy. While the goal of the present study was to identify the earlier events in diabetes-induced renal damage, focusing on the MV changes and their role in the diabetic kidney, future studies are warranted to examine additional mechanisms involved in the progression of renal injury. Finally, while no therapeutic interventions were performed in the present study, future experiments will be designed to determine the feasibility of interventions (e.g., insulin-treated animals, angiogenic cytokines) to preserve the renal microcirculation. These studies will further contribute to our understanding of the events leading to and the development and progression of diabetic renal disease.

In summary, the current study suggests that MV damage, loss, and remodeling in the diabetic kidney may represent initiating events of renal injury. As diabetes advances, we observed that changes in the renal MV architecture are accompanied by progressive albuminuria and tissue injury. Future studies using targeted interventions on the renal microcirculation will further determine the definitive role of MV disease as the early instigator of diabetic kidney disease.
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